
France: Ongoing Yellow-Vest Protests Against
Pension Cuts Is a Growing Conflict with No
Possibility of Victory
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As long as individuals are required by law to pay into a system not of their choosing
and without an option to leave, corruption will flourish and pensions will suffer. When
coercion enters, virtue and excellence leave. The people of France are headed into a
long conflict in which both of their options are doomed.

French Government to Crackdown on Protests
After Violent Black Bloc Anarchists Rioted
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After representatives of the Yellow Vest movement accused the French government of
failing to stop black bloc anarchists from crashing and marring their protests this
weekend, the French government is using the violence by the black bloc as an excuse to
ban rallies in wealthy areas and to give riot police more power.

French Riot Police Shot Yellow-Vest
Organizer in the Eye with Rubber Bullet,
Leaving Him Handicapped for Life
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Jerome Rodrigues, a 40-year old construction worker, known for his role in organizing
Yellow Vest protests, was struck in the eye with a ‘flashball’ rubber bullet by police.
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Rodrigues warned protesters to leave the Bastille due to far-left “black bloc” agitators
who had arrived to attack the police.

France: Police Shoot Yellow-Vest Protester
in the Head from Behind – Riot Police Now
Carry Loaded Automatic Weapons
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Olivier Beziade, a fireman who joined France’s Yellow Vest protest movement, is in
critical condition after being shot in the head, from behind, by a police officer using
a flash-ball gun. An officer can be seen throwing a stun grenade towards the fireman as
the shot was fired.

France: Yellow-Vest Protesters Rattle Elite
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France is considering criminalizing anti-government protests that are not authorized by
the government itself. Protest leaders are being arrested during the night. The Yellow
Vests have unnerved globalists by supporting a plan to withdraw money from the banks and
crash the euro.

France: Yellow Vest Protesters Concerned
that EU Armored Vehicles in Paris Signal
Formation of a New EU Army
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France deployed 89,000 police and milirary to try and contain the crowds across the
country.  1,385 people were arrested and over 100 protesters were injured, including a
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man whose hand was blown off after reportedly picking up a grenade fired by police.

French President Macron May Be Forced to Cut
His New Global Warming Tax that Is Inciting
Riots
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France: The Yellow Vest riots are a reaction to President Macron’s 30¢ global-warming
tax on gas and diesel fuel that already costs over $7 per gallon. Half of that is tax.
The UN wants to raise the fuel tax to $49 over the next 12 years allegedly to fight
climate change.
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France: The “yellow vest” protests are against a 6% increase in carbon tax as the
country follows its commitment to UN climate treaties that are based in global warming
lies. The Paris Accord that seeks to phase-out diesel and gasoline vehicles by 2040.


